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NILPOTENCY DEGREE OF COHOMOLOGY RINGS

IN CHARACTERISTIC TWO

GEORGE S. AVRUNIN AND JON F. CARLSON

(Communicated by Maurice Auslander)

Abstract. In this paper, we consider the cohomology ring of a finite 2-group

with coefficients in a field of characteristic two. We show that, for any posi-

tive integer n , there exists a 2-group whose cohomology ring has elements of

nilpotency degree n + 1 and all smaller degrees.

1. Introduction

It is well known that the cohomology rings of finite groups with coefficients

in fields of positive characteristic can contain nilpotent elements. But these

cohomology rings are difficult to determine, so we do not know the detailed

structure of very many examples. In particular, nothing appears to be known

about the possible nilpotency degrees of elements in these rings. In this paper,

we construct a family of finite groups G„ such that, for any field K of charac-
teristic two, the cohomology ring H*(G„, K) contains elements of nilpotency

degree j for all j < n + 1. Unfortunately, our methods do not generalize to

the case of odd characteristic. Indeed, if AT is a field of odd characteristic p,

we know of no examples of elements of H*(G, K) having nilpotency degree

greater than p.

2. The group G„

Fix an integer n > 1 and a field K of characteristic two. We describe a group

G = Gn in terms of an abelian normal subgroup N, the quotient Q, and the

2-cohomology class corresponding to the central extension TV >-+ G -» Q.

Let N — (ax, ... ,an) and Q = (zx, ... , z„) be elementary abelian 2-

groups of rank n. Then the cohomology rings H*(N, K) and H*(Q, K)
are polynomial rings in n indeterminates over K. We write H*(N,K) =

K[ax, ... , an] and H*(Q, K) = K[Ci , ... , C«] , where a, is the element of

Hom(TV, K) = HX(N, K) dual to at and Cj is the element of Hom(£>, K)
dual to Zj.

Let El'* be the Lyndon-Hochschild-Serre spectral sequence for the coho-

mology of the extension with coefficients in K.   Since TV is central in G,
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Q acts trivially on H*(N, K) and Er2's = Hr(Q, HS(N, K)) Si Hr(Q, K) ®K

HS(N, K). If x G Z2(Q, TV) is a cocycle representing the class of the extension

N >-» G — Q, then the differential d\A: HX(N, K) -* H2(Q, H°(N, K)) =

H2(Q, K) is given by d^'HlP-Y) = [/" ° X\ ■ Specifying appropriate values for

the rfj'1^/') thus determines the class of x ana" so the structure of G.

For / = 1, ... , n , define an element t, e H2(Q, K) by

[C\ fori=l,

'     \C<-iC* + C?   for/ = 2,...,n.

Now define d°-' by rf°-'(a,) = t, .
A corresponding / describing the extension TV >-► G -» Q is then given by

X(zZEiZi> Se'z<) = e'e'ia| + (£l£2 + Z2£2)a2 + ■■■ + (e„-xs'n + ene'n)an,

where the e,, e;' 6 F2. The group G is thus a group of order 22n generated

by elements ux,... , u„ subject to the relations uf = 1 , [w,, «,_i] = wj1 , and

[ui, uj] = 1 if j / i - 1, i + 1.

3. The spectral sequence

Let /? = A^xi, ... , xn] be a polynomial ring in n indeterminates over K.

Using the somewhat nonstandard, but convenient, notation of [2], we define the

Koszul complex of R as follows.

Definition 3.1. For each i = 0, ..., n, let 3ffi(R) be the free 7?-module with
basis consisting of the symbols b(S) indexed by the set of all subsets S C

{1, ... , ri) with \S\ = i. Define 8,:^,(R) -* ̂ ,+i(/?) by

r5l(/-6(5)) = 5;x7/-*(SuO}),   forall feR.
its

Then r5,+if5, = 0 and

JT(R): 0 - J%(R) *+JfiiR) *h ... h=l* JT„(R) - 0

is the Koszul complex of /?.

Except for the indexing, X(R) is the standard projective resolution of K

as .R-module [3], and we know its cohomology.

Lemma 3.1. The cohomology H*(3?(R)) is Hn(3?(R)) = K.

Definition 3.2. Let A be a finitely generated /^-module. The Koszul complex

of A , % (A), is defined to be JT(A) = A®R Jf(R).

Now make H*(Q, K) = K[CX, ... , Cn] into an /^-module by setting x, •

f(C\ ,... , Cn) = t,/(C, , ..., Cn). By [6, Proposition 3.1], H*(Q, K) is a free
/?-module. It follows that Hl(3F(H*(Q, K))) is zero unless i = n , and we see

that Hn(^(H*(Q, K))) is isomorphic to H*(Q,K)/I, where / is the ideal

generated by the t, , as in the previous section.
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Consider an element p = f(C\, ... , Cn) ® "f " ' a«" in E%'e,+'"+e". Since

d2 is a derivation, d2(af) is zero when e, is even. Thus,

<fe(/0 = zZ f^x' • • ■ ' WT' ® ai''"' a?~' • • • Q«"'

where the sum is taken over those i such that e, is odd. If the e, are all even,

we see that the complex

0^H^Q,K)®a\> + i---aen"+x ^J2H*(Q>K)®ai' + l ■■■<'■'-rt^ ^
i

...*♦£#• (fi, tf) ® a? •• • «?+1 • • • <# -^ # • (G, tf) ® a? • ■ ■ a* - 0
i

is isomorphic to the Koszul complex 5£(H*(Q, tf)). Since E2 is a direct sum

of such complexes and the cohomology of each complex is H*(Q, tf)// in

degree n , we have proved

Theorem 3.2.  E*'* m H*(Q, tf)// <8> K[a2,... , a2].

Corollary 3.3.  E^* = E*'*.

Proof. We have seen that each a2 survives to £3, and we note that a2 = /?(a,),

where fi is the Bockstein operator. Since the transgression commutes with the

Steenrod operations [4, II.9.c], we have dy(a2) = /?(t,) , which is zero in £3. It

follows that each a2 survives to infinity, and then that all the higher differentials

in the spectral sequence are zero.   □

4. The quotient H*(Q, K)/(zx ,... ,x„)

We now exhibit elements of the ring E^'° = E^'0/d2(El'x) having nilpo-

tency degrees 2, ... , n + 1 . Since £3'° = E^° is a subring of H*(G, tf), we

will therefore produce elements of the same nilpotency degrees in the cohomol-
ogy ring H*(G,K).

Let / be the ideal generated by the elements rx , ... , x„ . Then / is the

image of d2 in E* • °. We use Grobner bases to show that, modulo /, the

element Ct is nilpotent of degree 1 + 1.

We recall some basic definitions and results. Let k be a field and let

k[xx, ... , xm] be the polynomial ring in m indeterminates over k . Fix any

order of the monomials xx ■■■ x'm   such that

(1) If a < b then ac < be for any monomials a, b , and c, and

(2) a <ab for all monomials a and b ± 1 .

We can write any / e k[xx, ... , xm] as a k-linear combination of mono-

mials. The nonzero term a(,,,...,,m)Jc|' ---x'^ such that x[[ ---x'^ is as large

as possible with respect to the order < is called the principal term of /. The

monomial jcJ' • ■ x'^   is called the principal monomial of /.

Now let B be a finite set of polynomials. A polynomial / is said to be

reduced with respect to B if the principal monomial of / is not divisible

by the principal monomial of any element of B. By subtracting multiples of

elements of B from /, we can obtain a reduced polynomial that is congruent

to / modulo the ideal generated by the elements of B; such a polynomial is
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a reduction of fi with respect to B . A set of generators B for an ideal / is

called a Grobner basis for / if, for every polynomial fi e I, every reduction

of / with respect to B is zero. (In such a case, we say / reduces to zero with

respect to B.) We will need the following theorems [1].

Theorem 4.1. Let fi and g be any two nonzero polynomials, and let fp and gp

be their principal terms. The S-polynomial of / and g, S(f, g), is

S(f,g) = ^f-^g,
Jp       gp

where h is the least common multiple of fp and gp . A set of generators B is a

Grobner basis if and only if S(f, g) reduces to zero with respect to B for every

f,g€B.

Theorem 4.2. Let B be a Grobner basis for an ideal I, and let f e

k[xx, ... , xm]. Then fi e I if and only if fi reduces to zero with respect to

B.

Now consider H*(Q, tf) = tf[Ci, ... , Cn] • We order the monomials lexi-

cographically with Cn > Cn-i > ■ •' > Ci • Then, for each i — 1, ... , n, the

principal term of t, is Cf ■

Proposition 4.3. The set  {tx , ... , t„}   is a Grobner basis for the ideal I =

(Ti,... ,T„).

Proof. We have S(tj , xj) = C?t, + £?t/ , which reduces to zero.   □

Proposition 4.4. For j = 1, ... , n, Cj$■ I and CJ+i C I■

Proof. The element Ci •••Cj  is congruent to Cj  modulo  (tx , ... , r„), so it

suffices to show that Ci ■ ■ ■ Cj does not belong to /.  But C\"'Cj is reduced

with respect to the Grobner basis {ti , ... , t„} .

Clearly, C\ = ?\ € /. For j > 1, we have

\k=0 I

so CJ+l does belong to /.   o

Thus, the image of Cj in E\'° = E^° has nilpotency degree ; + 1.

We sketch another argument. The quotient tf [Ci, ••• , C«]// is a finite-

dimensional algebra, so the set {ti ,... , t„} is a system of parameters and

the corresponding variety is a complete intersection. Then tf[G , ... , Cn]//

has dimension exactly 2" . This is a consequence of Bezout's Theorem. Unfor-

tunately, we know of no really good reference. The reader is referred to [5] for

a general treatment or to [7, Appendix 6] for something more specific.

From this, it is easy to see that the set consisting of the monomials C'x ■ ■ ■ Cn

for which each 4 is either zero or one is a basis for tf [Ci, ... , Cn]/1 > and this

implies that the element Ci • • • Cj is not in I for j = I, ... , n . Since Cj is

congruent to Ci ■■■Cj modulo /, Cj does not belong to / .
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